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 .In 1968, Warfield investigated the contravariant functor Hom y, AZ
when A is a torsion-free abelian group of rank one. As a consequence he
was able to show that a finite rank torsion-free group M satisfies M (nat
M** if and only if M F AI and pM s M precisely when pA s A, where
 .M* s Hom y, A . Using this Warfield obtained a characterization ofZ
 . w xthe finite rank groups which are of the form Hom K, A W . Below, allZ
groups are torsion-free and abelian.
The condition M F AI is equivalent to the property that M embeds in
M**, while the stipulation that pM s M exactly when pA s A is precisely
 . Ithe requirement that M is an End A -submodule of A . Using a differ-Z
ent approach we can extend Warfield's result by replacing A with a group
G chosen from a sufficiently large collection of groups represented by C .p
This collection contains all of the indecomposable homogeneous quasi-pure
w xinjective groups AOR .
Our results do not restrict the ranks directly but we do of course require
a certain bound on the group M under scrutiny. As is the case with the
original Warfield duality, the study of the question, ``When is M (
  . .Hom Hom M, G , G ?,'' leads us through a characterization of whichZ Z
 .groups having finite p-rank for a specific prime p are of the form
 .Hom K, G when G belongs to C . Determining the structure of homo-Z p
morphism groups is fundamental in the study of abelian groups and
modules.
Warfield duality, although limited in its application, has wide appeal in
abelian group theory due to the contravariance and the rank preserving
 w x.features of the functor see R, AOR, VW, Wi, and G3 . Furthermore,
Warfield duality is the only duality in the following sense: If A and B are
two sub-categories of torsion-free abelian groups of finite rank, and A is
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closed under isomorphism and the formation of rank-1 pure subgroups,
then for any duality F: A ª B and H: B ª A, one has F, H ,nat
 . w xHom y, A for some rank-1 group A FGVW .
The techniques used in this paper allow us to extend some of the
w xinjective properties of G2 by characterizing the groups M such that for
any finite rank pure subgroup K of M, any homomorphism from K into G
lifts to a homomorphism from M into G. No rank restriction of M is
employed while G can be chosen to be any Murley group. Examples are
 .selected to justify our hypotheses. In what follows, E G will be used to
 .denote End G .Z
1. AN EXTENSION OF WARFIELD'S DUALITY
 .A torsion-free group G of finite rank is called quasi-pure injective qpi
 .if for any pure subgroup K of G and f : K ª G, there is a map g g E G
< w x w xwith f s g AOR . From A1 , G is called strongly homogeneous if forK
any two rank-1 pure subgroups X and Y of G, there is an automorphism
of G sending X to Y. A torsion-free ring R is called strongly homoge-
neous if QR is a field and every element of R is an integral multiple of a
w xunit of R. We present a result mostly from AOR relating these topics;
this also provides the prototype for the groups we will consider. Define the
 .  < 4support of a group G to be supp G s p pG / G .
w xPROPOSITION 1 AOR . Let G be homogeneous, indecomposable, and
torsion-free of finite rank. The following are equi¨ alent:
 .1 G is qpi.
 .  .2 G is strongly homogeneous and r G s 1 for some p.p
 .  .3 G , R m A where R is a strongly homogeneous ring with r R s 1Z p
 .  .for some p, A is rank-1 of type s type G, and supp R s supp A .
 .In this case, R ( E G .
 w x.Proof. Taking into account a theorem of Reid p. 199 in R , this is just
w xan interpretation of Theorem B in AOR combined with Theorem 1 in
w xA1 .
 .The following is fundamental to our work. Recall that r M sp
dim MrpM is called the p-rank of M.
PROPOSITION 2. Let M, N be R-modules with Mq, Nq, and Rq torsion-
v v  .  .free, p M s 0, p N s 0, r M - `, and r R s 1 for some p. Thenp p
 .  .Hom M, N s Hom M, N .Z R
Proof. Consider the epimorphism m : R m M ª M given by m r mM Z M
. v v  .  .x s rx. Since p M s 0, Ker m = p R m M . But r R m M sM Z p Z
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 .  .  .  .r R r M s r M , implying that r Ker m s 0 and, consequently,p p p p M
v .p R m M s Ker m . Hence m naturally induces an isomorphism m :z M M M
v .R m Mrp R m M ª M. In a similar manner we can produce an obvi-z Z
v . ous epimorphism m : R m Nrp R m N ª N with slight exercise weN Z Z
.can show that m is actually an isomorphism, but this is not needed here .N
 .  .  .Let f g Hom M, N . We must show that f rx s rf x for everyZ
v x g M and r g R. Consider f s 1 m f : R m M ª R m N. Since f p RZ Z
v vÃ..  .  .m M : p R m N , f induces a map f : R m Mrp R m M ªZ Z Z Z
v y1Ã .R m Nrp R m N . Consider h s m fm : M ª N. For r g R, x g M,z z N M
v vÃ .   ..   .  ..h rx s m f 1 m rx q p R m M s m 1 m f rx q p R m N sN z N z
v vÃ .  .   ..   . f rx and h rx s m f r m x q p R m M s m r m f x q p R mN z N z
..  .  .  .N s rf x . Therefore, rf x s f rx .
One consequence of Proposition 2 is that the R-module action on M is
unique with M and R as in that proposition the identity map in
 . .Hom M, M is an R-module map . Given M : N with N an R-moduleZ
and M an abelian group, one can refer to R-module generated by M. It is
nice to have a definition of the R-module generated by M which is
independent of N.
 .DEFINITION 1. Let M be an abelian group and R a ring with r R s 1,p
 . v v  .r M finite, and p M s 0. Then RM s R m Mrp R m M .p Z Z
 .From the proof of Proposition 2, RM ( M as groups if and only if M
 .  . vis an R-module, provided the conditions r R s 1, r M - `, and p Mp p
s 0 are met.
q q q  .PROPOSITION 3. Suppose that M , N , and R are torsion-free, r R sp
1, and pvN s 0 with M of finite p-rank, and p-pure in N. Then RM is
isomorphic as an R-module to the submodule of N generated by M.
 n <Proof. Let L be the submodule generated by M. Then L s S r x r1 i i i
4g R, x g M is the image of the natural map m: R m M ª N. Sincei z
v v  .p N s 0, p R m M : Ker m and m induces an epimorphism m: RM ªz
 .  .  .L. Consequently, r RM s r M G r L . But since M is p-pure in N,p p p
 .  . v .M is p-pure in L which implies that r L G r M . Hence p R m Mp p z
s Ker m and m is a group isomorphism. By Proposition 2, m is an
R-module isomorphism.
The assumption that M is p-pure in N is essential. To see this, take a
 .rank-3 indecomposable qpi group G, homogeneous of type 0 s type Z ,
and M s Z [ Z. Then M F G but M is pure in G [ G in the obvious
way. By Proposition 3, RM is the submodule of G [ G generated by
Z [ Z, which is G [ G. When regarding M F G, the R-submodule gener-
ated by M in all of G. As an aside, there are no indecomposable rank-2
homogeneos type 0 qpi groups.
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q  . vLEMMA 1. Let R be a ring with R torsion-free, r R s 1, and p R s 0p
for some p. Then R is an E-ring and an integral domain.
Ã ÃProof. Let Z denote the ring of p-adic integers. Since Z is p-purep p
Ã :  :injective, the embedding of 1 # : R into 1 # : Z sending 1 to 1,R p R
Ã  :extends to an additive homomorphism u : R ª Z . Because Rr 1 # isp R
Ã vp-divisible, Im u is p-pure in Z , and since p R s 0, u is an embedding.p
 .We identify the group structure of R with u R .
q q ÃLet f be an endomorphism of R . The map f : R ª Z extends to anp
Ã Ãendomorphism f of Z , which must be left multiplication by some r g Zp p
Ãsince Z is an E-ring. Then r g R, since 1 g R, so R is an E-ring.p
ÃFurthermore, this shows that R is a subring of Z .p
If R is an integral domain and A is a rank-1 R-module, then we say that
Warfield duality holds for R at A, if a torsion-free module M of finite rank
  . .satisfies M ( Hom Hom M, A , A precisely when M is annat R R
 .End A -submodule of a product of copies of A. Thus, Warfield's dualityR
result goes through over the ring R if and only if Warfield duality holds at
each rank-1 module A, and we say that Warfield duality holds for R in this
instance.
w xA modification of the arguments used in G will show that if R is a
Noetherian integral domain whose integral closure in its quotient field is
 .finitely generated over R, then Warfield duality holds at A if End A is aR
reflexive ring i.e., Krull dimension 1 such that for any maximal ideal M of
 . y1 .End A , M is generated by two elements . This implication holds, inR
particular, when Rq is torsion-free of finite rank.
 . vSuppose r G s 1 and p G s 0 for some p. Then by a well-knownp
w x   ..computation due to Warfield Wa , r E G s 1 as well. Additionally,p
v  .  .p E G s 0. By Lemma 1, under these circumstances, E G is an integral
 .  .  .domain. For a g E G , K s Ker a and H s Im a , r G s 1 s r K qp p
 . vr H . Since p G s 0 one of H or K must be zero. Therefore a s 0 or ap
 .is 1 y 1, and G is a torsion-free E G -module.
DEFINITION 2. Let C be the class of torsion-free groups G satisfyingp
the following properties:
 .  . v1 r G s 1 and p G s 0,p
 .  .2 G is a rank-1 E G -module, and
 .  .3 Warfield duality holds for R s E G at G.
Any homogeneous indecomposable group G which is qpi is in C forp
some p by Proposition 1 and the remarks above. On the other hand, any
 .  .finite rank group G satisfying 1 and 2 is homogeneous. To see this, let
 .X and Y be two rank-1 subgroups of G. Since G is rank-1 over E G , G
 .  .  .can be realized as an E G -submodule of QE G , implying that E G m X
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 .  .( E G X has the same torsion-free rank as G. Thus, Y l E G X / 0
 .  .and there is an endomorphism f g E G with f X F Y. Consequently,
type X F type Y and G is homogeneous. Example 2 contains a construc-
tion of a group in C which is not qpi.p
 . vThe conditions r G s 1 and p G s 0 on the groups G g C allow usp p
 .to move between Z-homomorphisms and E G -homomorphisms using
Proposition 2 in extending Warfield's duality result to groups in C .p
 .Clearly, with this intent, condition 3 is the weakest additional assumption
to be made in this regard. Call an abelian group M G-reflexi¨ e if M (nat
 .M**, where * means Hom y, G throughout the remainder of the paper.Z
THEOREM 1. Let G g C . An abelian group M ha¨ing finite p-rank isp
G-reflexi¨ e if and only if M is a subgroup of G I for some I, and is also a left
 .R-module for R s E G .
In this case M s RM.
Proof. If M is G-reflexive, then M ( M** is a left R-module. More-
  ..over, the assignment of a g M** to a f is an embedding of M**f g M *
into G I for I s M*.
For the reverse direction, M is an R-module so the embedding of M
into G I is an R-module embedding by Proposition 2. Since G is a
torsion-free R-module, so is M. We will now show that M is a finite rank
R-module. Let 0 / f g M* and set K s Ker f and H s Im f. Note from
Proposition 2 that H and K are R-modules and since G is rank-1, H is
v  .rank-1 too. Because G g C , p G s 0, and we must have r H / 0 andp p
 .  . v I  .r K - r M . Furthermore, p G s 0, implying that r K s 0 onlyp p p
when K s 0. Therefore, either K s 0, in which case M s H is a rank-1
R-module, or induction applies to K, proving that M has finite rank.
Warfield duality holds for R at G, and because M has finite rank as an
  . .R-module, M ( Hom Hom M, G , G . But by Proposition 2,nat R R
 .  .  .  .Hom M, G s Hom M, G and Hom M*, G s Hom M*, G . TheR Z R Z
 .second application of Proposition 2 is valid since, for example, r M* Fp
 .  .r M r G - `. So, M ( M**.p p nat
 .As a consequence, if M is any abelian group with r M - ` andp
 .G g C , then M* is G-reflexive. We can remove assumption 3 concern-p
ing the groups G belonging to C when the group is assumed to havep
 . vfinite rank. In case G has finite rank with r G s 1 and p G s 0 forp
 .some p, the proof of Theorem 1 reveals any E G -submodule of a product
of copies of G having finite p-rank to be of finite rank.
THEOREM 2. Let G be a torsion-free group of finite rank such that
 . vr G s 1 and p G s 0 for some p and suppose that G is a rank-1 modulep
 .o¨er R s E G . Then for a finite rank abelian group M, M is G-reflexi¨ e if
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and only if M is an R-module, and M is pure in G I as an abelian group for
some index set I.
Proof. Assume that the latter conditions hold. Let R denote the
 .integral closure of R an integral domain by Lemma 1 in its quotient field.
w x  .  .Then RrR is finite A2 so r R s 1. Setting G s RG inside QG , wep
find that R is the endomorphism ring of G since R is a maximal
 .R-order. In a similar manner, M s RM formed inside the R-module QM
is an R-module which embeds in a product of copies of G. This is because
nM : M where n is a nonzero integer satisfying nR : R, and thus
I InM F M F G F G .
The integrally closed ring R is Dedekind and Warfield duality holds for
Dedekind domains and, in particular, holds at the rank-1 module G. That
is, G g C . By Theorem 1, M is G-reflexive. But, because GrG isp
bounded by n, it is not hard to see that M**rM is bounded by n as well.
The condition that M is pure in a product of copies of G insures that M is
pure in M**. We can see this by supposing x g M is of q-height zero for
some prime q. Then there is some projection map p : M ª G for which
 .  .p x has q-height zero. For e s evaluation at x, the fact that e p hasx x
zero q-height implies that e has zero q-height in M**.x
w xThe following provide partial solutions to problem 30 in F .
COROLLARY 1. Let G g C and M be an abelian group with finite p-rank.p
 .Then M , Hom K, G for some abelian group K if and only if M is aZ
I  .subgroup of G for some I, and for R s E G , M is a left R-module.
 .Proof. If M s Hom K, G then M is a left R-module and the mapZ
  .. Ksending f g M to f a is an embedding of M into G . Conversely,ag K
M ( M** as in Theorem 1 so take K s M*.
COROLLARY 2. Let G and M be torsion-free abelian groups of finite rank
 . v  .with r G s 1, p G s 0 for some p, and G rank-1 as a module o¨er E G .p
 .  .1 M is quasi-isomorphic to Hom K, G for some group K if andZ
only if M is a subgroup of a product of copies of G and M contains an
 .E G -module as a subgroup of finite index.
 .  . I  .2 M s Hom K, G for some K if and only if M eG as groupsZ
 .and M is a left E G -module.
 .  .Proof. 1 The necessity if clear. As in Theorem 2, R s E G is a
subring of an algebraic number field; the integral closure of which, R,
 .satisfies that RrR is finite. Then R is Dedekind and r R s 1. Forp
v  .M s RM, and G s RG, p G s 0, R s E G , and G g C . Also, M em-p
 .beds in a product of copies of G implying that M ( Hom K, G forZ
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 .K s Hom M, G by Theorem 1. But M is quasi-isomorphic to M andZ
 .Hom K, G .Z
 .2 The proof follows that of Corollary 1 employing Theorem 2.
As a consequence of Theorem 1, if G g C and M F G I has finitep
p-rank, then the submodule of G I generated by M is G-reflexive. This
submodule is always an epimorphic image of RM and, in general, may
differ from RM. However, when M is p-pure in G I and has finite p-rank,
we can regard RM as the G-reflexive closure of M as our next offering
shows.
 .THEOREM 3. Let G g C , R s E G , and let M be an abelian groupp
I  .which is p-pure in G for some I, and r M - `. Thenp
 .1 RM is the smallest G-reflexi¨ e group containing M as a p-pure
subgroup, and
 .2 RM ( M**.nat
Proof. By Proposition 3, RM ( N where N is the submodule of G I
generated by M. Then, RM is G-reflexive by Theorem 1. If L is any
G-reflexive group containing M as a p-pure subgroup, then embed L s
L** into G J as usual where J s L*. It is easy to see that this embedding is
Z-pure. By the proof of Proposition 3, RM is isomorphic to the R-submod-
ule of L generated by M in a manner fixing M. Since M is p-pure in the
I  .product G , M is p-pure in the subgroup RM, proving 1 .
 .We claim that RM * ( M*. Since M F RM, there is the naturalnat
 . < <  .map from RM * to M* given by a ¬ a . If a s 0, a g RM *, thenM M
 .  .  .by Proposition 2, a g Hom RM, G . Hence a rx s ra x s 0 for allR
 .x g M and r g R, so a s 0. If f g M*, let g s m 1 m f : R m M ª Gz
v .where 1 m f : R m M ª R m G, and m: R m Grp R m G ª G is in-z z z z
duced by the multiplication map m: R m G ª G. Then g induces a mapz
v v .   ..g : RM ª G since p R m M : Ker m, and g 1 m x q p R m M sz z
 .  .f x for all x g M. Therefore, RM * ( M*. By Theorem 1, RM (nat nat
 .  .RM ** ( M**, proving 2 .nat
The p-pure hypothesis on the embedding of M is necessary in Theo-
rem 3.
w xEXAMPLE 1. Let J s Z i , the ring of Gaussian integers. Each rational
prime p / 2 is unramified in J. Pick a prime ideal of J over each p / 2
and let S denote the set of these ideals. Set R s F J , where J is theP g S P P
w xlocalization of J at P. From A1 , R is a strongly homogeneous ring.
 . .  . .The prime 5 splits into 2 q i 2 y i in J and 13 into 2 q 3i 2 y 3i .
 .  . w x v qThis implies r R s r R s 1 Go . Also, 5 R s 0. Let G s R and let5 13
 :  `.M be a subgroup of G containing 1 # with GrM ( Z 5 . Both G and
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1 vw x  .  .M are homogeneous of type s type Z , 5 G s 0, and r G s r M13 132
s 1, so that G g C .5
Form RM with respect to the prime 5. There is an embedding of Z m Z
into M which is pure relative to the prime p s 5. This implies that
2 v  2 .R m Z is 5-pure in R m M and since 5 R m Z s 0, RM s R m M has
rank 4 as an abelian group. We will show that whenever M F G I, the
submodule G generated by M is isomorphic to a submodule of G of finite
index. This will establish two things. One is that M is not a 5-pure
K  .subgroup of G for any set K Proposition 3 . The second is that RM is
K not a subgroup of G for any K since it would then follow that RM is the
.submodule generated by M . Hence RM is not G-reflexive by Theorem 1.
Let M F G I and L be the R-submodule generated by M. As in the
proof of Proposition 3, L is an epimorphic image of RM. Hence 1 F
 .  .  .  .  .r L F r RM s r M s 1 and r L F r RM s 4. For 0 / x g M,13 13 13 5 5
 .choose p : L ª G with p x / 0. By Proposition 2, p is an R-module
homomorphism. We will show that p is a monomorphism and GrIm p is
finite.
 .  .Set X s p Rx : p L : G. Since R is a strongly homogeneous ring,
X contains nu for some 0 / n g Z and unit u of R. Then nG s Rnu :
 .  .  .RX : Im p . Furthermore, r Im p s r G s 1 while r L s 1, so13 13 13
that Ker p is divisible by 13. But L F G I is 13-reduced, so Ker p s 0.
EXAMPLE 2. Regarding the ring R discussed in Example 1, set R s0
Z q 2 R. Since R is a strongly homogeneous ring, R is an E-ring, and
w xsince R is quasi-equal to R, R is an E-ring as well A2 . Therefore,0 0
G s Rq g C . If we localize R at the integral prime 2, we obtain the ring0 5 0
Z q 2 iZ , a ring with infinite global dimension Z is the ring of integers2 2 2
.localized at 2 , and G is not qpi by Proposition 1.
EXAMPLE 3. If R is any torsion-free integral domain of finite rank with
 .r R F 2 for each prime p, then Warfield duality holds for R. In particu-p
v  .lar, if G is a rank-2 group such that for some prime , p G s 0, r G s 1,p
 .and G has rank one over E G , then G g C .p
w xProof. By the results from G , we must show that each ideal of R can
be generated by two elements. A theorem of Cohn is that when k G 2,
every ideal of R can be generated by k elements if and only if, for each
prime ideal P of R, any ideal of R can be generated by k elements. AP
 .mild variation of this result the proof of which is omitted is that each
ideal of R can be generated by k elements if and only if for each integral
prime p, and ideal of R can be generated by k elements.p
Fix a rational prime p for which pR / R. We now show that each ideal
of R can be generated by two elements. Assume that R is p-local andp
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Ã Ãthat I is an ideal of R. As usual, we may regard I : R where for example
Ã Ã ÃR s Z m R and Z is the ring of p-adic integers.p p
 .If r R s 1 then it is well known that R is a pid. We now will considerp
 .  .the case that r R s 2. Noting that r I s 2, let r and s be p-indepen-p p
dent elements of I, and set J s rR q sR : I. Since I, J, and R all have
Ã Ã Ã Ã .  .  .  .the same p-ranks, div J s div I s div R s D where for example div R
Ã Ã Ãrepresents the divisible part of R. But, both I and J decompose as
Ã Ã Ã ÃZ r [ Z s [ D since r and s are p-independent, which implies I s J.p p
ÃConsequently, I s I l QR s J. If G is rank-2 and R is the endomorphism
 .  .ring of G, then r R F r G for every p. Hence the remainder followsp p
from Lemma 1.
2. PURE SUBGROUPS OF G I
Let R be an integral domain and G and M R-modules. Following the
w xterminology in G1 we will refer to M as a finitely G-cobalanced R-module
if for any finite rank pure submodule K of M and any R-module
homomorphism f : K ª G, there is an R-module homomorphism g :
<M ª G with g s f. Call M a one G-cobalanced R-module if whenever KK
 .is a rank-1 pure submodule of M and f g Hom K, G there is aR
 . <g g Hom M, G with g s f. Heavy emphasis is placed on the ring R inKR
these definitions. For example, the qualifiers finite rank, pure, and tor-
.sion-free are with respect to the ring R.
As a point of reference, we present a result which is derived from the
w xstudy undertaken in G1 .
PROPOSITION 4. Let R be a Noetherian integral domain whose integral
closure inside the quotient field is finitely generated o¨er R. The following
conditions on R and a rank-1 R-module A are equi¨ alent:
 .1 Warfield duality holds for R at A.
 .  . I2 Any finite rank End A -submodule of A for some index set I isR
finitely A-cobalanced.
Our goal is to characterize the finitely G-cobalanced abelian groups
where G is chosen from a suitably large collection of groups. As in the first
 .section, the mode of attack is to use the conditions r G s 1 andp
v  .p G s 0 for some p to switch between the Z-homomorphisms and E G -
homomorphisms. At first glance, we should be able to use the class Cp
since a satisfying description of the finite tank torsion-free G-cobalanced
 .E G -modules appears in Proposition 4, when the hypothesis of that result
is met. However, we also need to move between Z-pure subgroups of an
 .  .E G -module and E G -pure submodules without losing information, so a
further restriction on the endomorphism ring is required.
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DEFINITION 3. Let CU be the class of torsion-free groups satisfying:p
 .  . v1 r G s 1, and p G s 0,p
 .  .2 the E G -rank of G is one, and
 .  . 3 R s E G is strongly homogeneous not necessarily of finite
.rank .
We have patterned our definition of CU after C ; however, in the finitep p
rank case we have just redefined our prototype.
PROPOSITION 5. Let G ha¨e finite rank. Then G belongs to CU for somep
prime p if and only if G is indecomposable, homogeneous, and qpi.
Proof. Let G g CU. The remark following the definition of C inp p
Section 1 contains an argument that G is homogeneous. As in that
argument, for any two rank-1 pure subgroups X and Y of G, there is an
 .endomorphism f of G with f X F Y. Write f as na where a is a unit
 .  .  .  .in E G . Because Y is pure in G and f X s na X : Y, a X : Y.
 .We conclude that a X s Y since a is an automorphism of G and G is
 .strongly homogeneous. Since QE G is a field and has no non-trivial
idempotent elements, G is strongly indecomposable. The converse appears
in Proposition 1.
Given a set S of primes in a pid, and a torsion-free module M, let MS
be the localization of M at S.
LEMMA 2. Let G and M be torsion-free abelian groups with G reduced,
 .  < 4and S s supp G s p pG / G .
 .  .1 M is a finitely one G-cobalanced abelian group if and only if MS
 .is a finitely one G-cobalanced abelian group.
 .2 Write M s D [ N with D di¨ isible and N reduced. Then M is a
 .finitely one G-cobalanced abelian group if and only if N is.
 .  .Proof. 1 This follows from the facts: Hom M , G (Z nat
 .Hom M , G ; if K is a pure subgroup of M then K is pure in M ; andZ S S S
if H is pure in M then H l M is pure in M.S
 .  .2 If K is a finite rank rank-1 pure subgroup of N and f : K ª G
 .then K e M. When M is finitely one G-cobalanced there is a map g :
< <M ª G with g s f. Take h s g as the lifting of f through N.K N
 .Conversely, if K is a finite rank rank-1 pure subgroup of M, then for
 .p : M ª N the coordinate projection p K e N. Let f : K ª G. Since G is
 .reduced, D l K : Ker f. Therefore f induces a map f : p K ª G by
  ..  .f p x s f x , for x g K. Lift f to a map g : N ª G. Then take h s gp .
 .  .   ..  .For x g K, h x s gp x s f p x s f x .
The groups in CU all have endomorphism rings which are pid's. Thep
w xfollowing is an excerpt from G2 taken in our context.
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PROPOSITION 6. Let R be a principal ideal domain, G a rank-1 R-module,
 < 4and S s s g R s is prime, and sG / G . The following are equi¨ alent:
 .1 M is a one G-cobalanced R-module.
 .2 M is a finitely G-cobalanced R-module.
 .3 M s D [ N where D is a di¨ isible R-module, and N is isomorphicS
to a pure submodule of a product of copies of G.
 . UThe strongly homogeneous assumption on E G for G g C allows thatp
I  .if X is a rank-1 pure subgroup of G , then E G X is a rank-1 pure
 . IE G -submodule of G . Hence we can characterize the one G-cobalanced
abelian groups in this case.
THEOREM 4. Let G g CU and let M be a torsion-free abelian group. Thep
 .following are equi¨ alent when Hom M, G / 0:Z
 .1 M is a one G-cobalanced abelian group.
 . I2 M s D [ N where D is di¨ isible and N eG for some I, withS
 < 4S s q qG / G .
 .Proof. We will first suppose 1 holds. By Lemma 2 we may assume that
 <  .4M s M and that M is reduced. Set D s l Ker f f g Hom M, G .S Z
If some element of D has finite q-height for q g S, choose z g D with
q-height zero. Fix a g M _ D. Since qa q z f D there is an embedding of
 :  :qa q z # into b # : G for some b g G, sending qa q z to b. But
q vG s 0, so we may assume that b has zero q-height. Lifting this
 .  .embedding to a map f : M ª G, we find that f qa q z s qf a s b, a
contradiction. Hence D s 0.
I  .Define a map from M into G , where I s Hom M, G , by x ¬Z
  ..  :f x . If x g M has zero q-height for some q g S, x # embeds in Gf g I
with the image of x having q-height zero. Lifting this embedding to a map
 . If g I, we find that the q-height of f x is zero. Consequently M eG .
 .  .For the implication 2 ª 1 , we may assume that M s M is reducedS
 .by Lemma 2. Let X be a rank-1 pure subgroup of M and R s E G . We
claim that RX is R-pure in G I. Suppose that y g RX l rG I for some
r g R. Since R is strongly homogeneous, r s nu for a particular unit u of
R, and n g Z. We may write y s sx s nua for some s g R, x g X, and
I  .a g G because X is rank y1 . Then s s m¨ for some m g Z and unit ¨
of R. This implies that mx s n¨y1 ua g X l nGI so that ¨y1 ua s
 . y1  .mrn x g X by the purity of X. Therefore, a s u ¨ mrn x g RX and
I  .RX l rG s r RX .
Given f : X ª G, following Section 1, f lifts to a map f : RX ª G,
which is an R-module map by Proposition 2. But by Proposition 6, since R
is a pid, and RX is an R-pure submodule of G I of R-rank 1, f lifts to a
I <map g : G ª G. Clearly g extends f.M
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 .For any torsion-free groups G and M with Hom M, G s 0, it is easyZ
 .to see that the following three conditions are equivalent: i M is a one
 .G-cobalanced abelian group; ii M is a finitely G-cobalanced abelian
 .group; and iii for every t g typeset M, and s g typeset G, t Fu s .
The hypothesis of Theorem 4 is tight.
COROLLARY 3. Let G be an indecomposable, homogeneous torsion-free of
 .finite rank, and suppose for some p, r G s 1. The following are equi¨ alent:p
 . U1 G g C .p
 .  .2 A torsion free abelian group M satisfying Hom M, G / 0 is aZ
 < xone G-cobalanced abelian group if and only if for S s q qG / G , M sS
D [ N, where D is di¨ isible and N eG I for some set I.
 .  .Proof. 1 ª 2 is contained in Theorem 4.
 .  .2 ª 1 . G must be a one G-cobalanced abelian group which is
homogeneous. For any two rank-1 pure subgroups X and Y of G, there is
an endomorphism of G sending X onto Y. Hausen has shown that this
w xcondition is equivalent to G being strongly homogeneous H . Therefore
UG g C by Proposition 1.p
One can improve Theorem 4 if we further restrict the generality of G.
An additional hypothesis is necessary to pass from pure subgroups of G I
 . Ito pure E G -submodules of G in a controllable manner. Recall that G is
 .a Murley group if r G F 1 for all p.p
THEOREM 5. Let G be a Murley group in CU for some p, and M anp
 .abelian group with Hom M, G / 0. The following are equi¨ alent:Z
 .1 M is a finitely G-cobalanced abelian group.
 .2 M is a one G-cobalanced abelian group.
 . I3 M s D [ N with D di¨ isible and N eG for some I, whereS
 < 4S s p pG / G .
 .  .Proof. Theorem 4 provides the equivalence of 2 and 3 . It remains to
 .  .  .establish 3 ª 1 . By Lemma 2 we may assume that M is reduced, so 3
implies that M is a pure subgroup of G I. Let K be a finite rank pure
subgroup of M. We claim that RK which is the R-submodule of M
. Igenerated by K from Proposition 3 is an R-pure submodule of G of
finite rank.
Let m: R m K ª RK be the map sending r m x to rx. As in Propositionz
v .  .3, Ker m s p R m K for all p such that r R s 1. That is, for allz p
 .  .  .p g S. Therefore, r RK s r R m K s r K for all p. Since K F RKp p z p
F G I, K is pure as a subgroup of RK. We infer that RKrK is torsion-free
divisible.
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Write G IrK s RKrK [ B, so that G IrRK s B, an R-module which is
torsion-free as an abelian group. If rb s 0 for some 0 / r g R and b g B,
 .write r s nu for some unit u of R and 0 / n g Z. Since rb s n ub s 0,
ub s 0 which implies that b s 0. Hence RK is R-pure in G I. As in the
proof of Theorem 1 since K has finite p-rank, RK has finite rank as an
R-module. Given f : K ª G, then as in Section 1 we may extend f to an
R-module map f : RK ª G. By Proposition 6, f lifts to an R-module map
Ig : G ª G which extends f.
Any indecomposable Murley group G whose endomorphism ring has the
same torsion-free rank as G satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 5.
COROLLARY 4. Let G be a homogeneous indecomposable torsion-free
abelian group of finite rank. The following are equi¨ alent:
 .1 G is a Murley group with G rank-1.EG.
 .2 The equi¨ alence of the three conditions listed in Theorem 5 holds
 .for any abelian group M for which Hom M, G / 0.Z
 .Proof. Given that property 2 holds, G is a finitely G-cobalanced
abelian group, and G [ G is a finitely G [ G-cobalanced abelian group.
w xThis implies that G and G [ G are qpi. By a result from AOR this can
only happen when G is a Murley group. By Proposition 1, G is a rank-1
 .module over E G . The other implication appears in Theorem 5.
We rely heavily on the condition that our group G under consideration
in Sections 1 and 2 is rank-1 as a module over its endomorphism ring. In
order to remove this restriction, an investigation of the functor
 .  .Hom y, G , when G has an endomorphism ring E G : Q, is needed.Z
Such a study remains wide open.
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